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People in Kuwait can now recharge their
energy, relieve stress, and relax at Oasis,
the country’s first oxygen bar. Oxygen is

important for life, and a lack of oxygen can have
negative effects on the human body including
headaches, dizziness and loss of concentration.
Ninety percent of our energy comes from oxy-
gen, and only 10 percent from food and water. 

“Oxygen has many benefits and is vital for the
immune system, memory, thinking and sight. It
heightens concentration, alertness and memory.
Oxygen promotes healing, counters ageing and
strengthens the heart, reducing the risk of heart
attacks. It also calms the mind, stabilizes the
nervous system, speeds up the body’s recovery
after physical exertion and provides a natural
remedy for headaches, migraines and hang-
overs,” Talal Al-Failakawi, owner of Oasis Oxygen
Bar, told Kuwait Times.

Oxygen has many more benefits. “It relieves
temporary attitude discomfort, improves diges-
tion and cell metabolism, relieves muscle stiff-

ness and supports athletic per formance.
Furthermore, oxygen lessens chronic fatigue
syndrome and facilitates better sleep patterns,”
he added.

Failakawi dished out some facts about oxy-
gen. “Less than 200 years ago, the earth’s atmos-
phere comprised of 40 percent oxygen - today
we breathe only 21 percent. Lack of oxygen in
our universe is due to pollution, burning of fossil
fuels and the destruction of the ozone layer.
Every day, we breathe 20,000 times. Research
has demonstrated that our vital lung capacity
decreases five percent with every decade of life.
This lung elasticity means less oxygen,” he point-
ed out.

Blood is the carrier of oxygen that fuels the
system, stimulates chemical reactions and
cleanses itself of wastes and toxins. “By mass,
oxygen makes up 90 percent of the water mole-
cule, and water makes up between 65-75 per-
cent of the human body. The brain, which makes
up two percent of our total mass, requires 20
percent of the body’s oxygen needs. Also, almost
all cancerous beginnings are due to a lack of cell

oxygenation, and cancer attacks every organ in
our body except the heart because of its abnor-
mal supply of oxygen,” said Failakawi.

“The idea of this place was to replace shisha
(water pipe) cafes, as smoking shisha is harmful.
At our bar, patrons improve their health and
vitalize their energy. The customer comes here
and sits comfortably in the wide leather seats
and puts a tube in his nose, which is connected
to the oxygen machine. The client can choose
four different essences out of 48 that are avail-
able here. He can control the machine for just
one smell or two, three or all four together.
During the 15-minute-long session, he can open
and close or switch between the four essences.
We have set 15 minutes for each session as it’s
enough to get the benefits of oxygen, but the
client can take another session,” Failakawi
explained.    

The Oasis Oxygen Bar opened two months
ago and provides services for both men and
women. It is located in Salmiya, next to the
Sultan Center. “There are 10 seats for patrons,
and we welcome clients 18 years old and above.
It’s not because it’s dangerous for youngsters,
but because people below this age have enough
oxygen in their bodies. There are now two public
medical centers that are using medical oxygen
to treat patients. Also, smokers need more oxy-
gen,” stated Failakawi.   

“All our products are imported from the
United States directly. The 48 aromatic essences
are divided into vitalizing or relaxing essences.
Usually, our clients come after work, and some
come in the evening, especially those who have
problems with sleeping. Also, we have some old-
er customers who are retired and they come in
the mornings. Also, some clients fall asleep dur-
ing their session as it’s relaxing, and we let them
relax till they wake up by themselves,” he noted.

The weather in Kuwait is the enemy of oxy-
gen, according to Failakawi. “Heat and humidity
affect people and make them angry and both-
ered during summer, while their mood during
winter is better. Some clients come twice and
even three times a week. Some people are not
aware of the benefits and importance of oxygen,
as they don’t see it, but it’s really important for
our well-being,” concluded Failakawi.   
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LONDON: A British nurse who was twice
successfully treated after contracting
Ebola in Sierra Leone in 2014 was yester-
day admitted to hospital for a third time
“for further investigations,” the health
service said. Pauline Cafferkey, who vol-
untarily went to the West African country
to treat Ebola patients, was being treat-
ed at Glasgow’s Queen Elizabeth

University Hospital,  according to a
spokesman from NHS Greater Glasgow
and Clyde.

“Under routine monitoring by the
Infectious Diseases Unit,  Pauline
Cafferkey has been admitted to hospital
for further investigations,” he said.
Cafferkey was treated twice at an isola-
tion unit at London’s Royal Free Hospital,

Britain’s only isolation ward for the lethal
disease, after suffering an “unusual com-
plication” of her first infection. Cafferkey
was diagnosed with Ebola in December
2014 after returning to Glasgow from
Sierra Leone. 

She suffered a relapse in October
2015, when the virus caused her to
become critically ill with meningitis

before she made a full recovery. “It is
very sad to hear that Ms Cafferkey has
once again been admitted to hospital,”
said Derek Gatherer from Lancaster
University. “ The meningitis that Ms
Cafferkey suffered from at the end of last
year is one of the most serious complica-
tions of all, as it can be life-threatening.
“She was unlucky enough to be one of

only a handful of patients in whom it has
been seen,” he added. The deadliest-ever
Ebola outbreak since the virus was iden-
tified in central Africa in 1976 has killed
11,316 of the 28,639 people infected
since December of 2013, according to
the latest WHO figures. Nearly all the vic-
tims have been in Guinea, Liberia and
Sierra Leone. — AFP 

British Ebola survivor nurse hospitalized for third time
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NEW DELHI: Engineers were working to
restore New Delhi’s full water supply yes-
terday after protesters damaged a key
canal in a neighboring state and disrupted
supplies over the weekend - highlighting
the extreme water vulnerability faced by
the Indian capital’s 18 million residents.

Some supplies resumed to northern
and central parts of New Delhi, and will
hopefully reach western neighborhoods
by yesterday evening, said Delhi’s water
minister, Kapil Mishra. In the meantime, 70
water tankers have been sent to western
areas of the city where taps have been dry
for up to two days.

The destruction of the Munak canal
link by protesters in the state of Haryana
has focused attention on New Delhi’s pre-
carious water supply. The canal, which
channels water from north Indian rivers,
accounts for about 60 percent of the city’s
water supply. Another 25 percent comes
from groundwater, while the polluted
Yamuna River supplies about 12 percent.
Yet even when the Munak canal flow is
unimpeded, the overall water supply is
not enough to meet New Delhi’s needs,
and shortages are common during the
dry seasons.

Marginal communities 
The situation is especially bad for the

most marginal communities living in
slums or riverside shanties, where many
rely on sewage-tainted river water, leaks
from broken pipes or deliveries by munici-
pal water trucks. Others in New Delhi
draw heavily from the ground, leading the
city’s aquifer levels to decline by 4 meters
in the last decade, according to the
Central Ground Water Board.

When protesters from the underprivi-
leged Jat community breached the canal
wall on Saturday, they effectively cut off
about two-thirds of New Delhi’s water. The
Jats, traditionally a farming community
within India’s ancient system of caste hier-

archy, were demanding quotas in govern-
ment jobs and educational institutions.

Clashes between the protesters and
government forces left 12 people dead
before Jat leaders agreed Monday to end
the demonstrations while negotiating
with officials, and the army took control of
the canal. Residents of Sanjay Colony, a
slum in southwest New Delhi, said yester-
day that this week’s water shortage was
making an already bad situation worse.

“We already spend a lot of hours trying
to get water,” said Indrapal, a security
worker who gave only his first name.
“People haven’t been able to go to work.”
They worried that a water crisis created by
political protesters was setting a bad
precedent for New Delhi’s water security.
“Now it’s the Jat community. Later it will
be someone else asking for something,” a
Sanjay Colony resident named Lila said.
“The government has been slow in react-
ing.”

Ram Lal, a man who runs a small shop
in the slum, also criticized the protesters,
saying they “have done wrong. They
should not have cut the water supply.
Because of that, we couldn’t get our water
tanker.” Authorities in New Delhi had
issued warnings over the weekend of
impending water shortages, advising resi-
dents to use the resource sparingly and
canceling all school classes on Monday.
But while some residents were filling
buckets and bottles in case the situation
worsened, others, including many wealth-
ier households that rely on groundwater,
were buffeted from the crisis.

Delhi water board authorities were
working with experts in the army and
Haryana state yesterday to repair the
damage done by the protesters, said
Mishra, the Delhi water minister. Of the
city’s three water treatment plants, one
was again working at full capacity, while
the other two had resumed operations at
50-60 percent capacity. — AP

Damage to canal highlights 
Delhi’s water vulnerability

NEW DELHI: Residents crowd around a municipality tanker delivering drinking
water at a slum. — AP 
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